Leder-Fein for perfect leather care!
Cleaning and care of your precious leather items Leder
Leder-Fixativ 100 ml
Suitable for leather/textile composite items, multi-coloured leather items as well as black,
red, Bordeaux, blue.
Fixes the tanning, colour and stuffing substances In the leather. Prevents leaching out during
washing. To be used preferably in the rinsing water after the leather washing. Make sure that the
instructions for use are followed. Caution: the product contains light, volatile acids of natural origin.
Avoid skin contact by using gloves. Thoroughly wash off splashes on the skin or the eyes with
plenty of water.
Keep the product away from children.
Refer to the washing instructions for proper use.

Special leather + fur washing concentrate

(pat.) 250 ml

1 bottle + 12 litres of water at 35° C – For cleaning dilute at a ratio of 1:50
Suitable for hand-wash or machine-wash; in the case of machine-wash, the program must be set
for delicate laundry, i.e. 40 °C. Ideal for all suede and smooth leathers.
To be used according to the washing instructions or at a mixture ratio of 1:50 for the cleaning of
e.g. furniture, bags, suitcases, motorbike clothing etc.
Soft washing without leaving any marks is guaranteed, no shrinking - removes spots caused by
food, fat, oil, lemonade, beer, alcohol etc.
Fur rugs with purely white reverse sides upon request, because the tanning could possibly be
washed out in certain cases.
Low-cost, environmentally friendly washing without chemical solvents.
Also applicable if only the lining has taken on the smell of sweat.
Do not forget rubbing, kneading and, if necessary, brushing (suede leather) after drying.
Never wash two different items together!
Also perfectly suitable for textile/leather composite items.

GENUINE, natural Leather cleaning oil

175 ml

Allows leather to breathe - keeps the pores open! The raincoat for leather!
With impregnating additive!
Only for smooth leathers! Not for suede leathers!
Cleans the surface if rubbed over it, offers protection against moisture and dirt deeply penetrates the leather and preserves it inside. Fat or spray have an effect on the surface.
In the case of all sorts of smooth leathers with the exception of varnished leather, always apply
only a thin layer (not wet) in circular movements using a cloth.
Suitable for: Leather clothing, boots, shoes, gloves, bags, suitcases, furniture, book
covers, riding equipment, car leather seats etc.

Internet: www.leder-fein.at

LEATHER washing and care instructions
LEDER- Fixativ - Pretreatment
Leather/textile composite
items Multi-coloured leather
items Black, mono-coloured
Red, mono-coloured
Bordeaux, mono-coloured
Blue, mono-coloured

}

pretreat such items for colour fixing

not in the machine

Soak for at least 60 minutes,

1

let the item drip,

/2 bottle

put it in the washing-machine
without rinsing

5 -10 I water 30 - 35°C
Add leather item

Washing
Set the program for washing woollens or gentle action wash, i.e. 30 - 35 °C! First washing by hand
in order to test the lining material. Heavily soiled items:
Interrupt the washing process and work with a brush, proceed and finish washing.
It is guaranteed that the leather remains soft!

Fill 1/3 – 1/2 bottle of LEDER-FEIN
into the machine drum, start washing

à

à

Spin-dry only for a
short time

à

Shake thoroughly to remove
folds

Suspend the item on
a dress-hanger and
let it dry at room
temperature

Attention:
The leather fibers stick together during drying!
Pull the dried parts into form and rub them thoroughly.
In the case of nubuk and velours leather subsequent brushing is required in addition.

Internet: www.leder-fein.at

